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Wave Model of Light: Note 2 



The Two Models of Light: Wave and Particle Over history, there have been several theories about the nature of light; is it a wave or a particle? Below are several famous historical scientists and their opinions about the debate. Cristiaan Huygens: (Early, Mid 1600’s) Huygens originally proposed a model where he believed that small waves interfere to form a wavefront. Light beams were actually wavefronts composed of smaller waves. Because light could diffract, this was evidence it acted as a wave. Isaac Newton: (Mid 1600’s) Newton proposed that light was made of small particles called “corpuscles.” This successfully explained how light is reflected off of surfaces (like a tennis ball) and refracted when entering into new mediums. Newton described prisms splitting light by claiming that each colour had a different mass. Thomas Young: (Early 1800’s) Young successfully performed a double slit experiment that showed that light interfered the same as a water wave would, thus showing the most compelling evidence that light was a wave. James Maxwell: (Mid 1800’s) Maxwell showed, using mathematics, that light propagated at the same speed as electromagnetic waves, thus concluding that light was an electromagnetic wave. Heinrich Hertz experimentally confirmed this in his classroom. Albert Einstein: (Early 1900’s) Einstein made observations on the photoelectric effect, which showed light acting as a particle. Einstein finally concluded that light was a WAVE AND PARTICLE, depending on how it is observed. He called these wave-particles “photons.” 
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The Two Models of Light: Wave and Particle. Over history, there have been several theories about the nature of light; is it a wave or a particle? Below are several ... 
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SPH 4U, T2L1, Work v2 

mv2. Gravitational Potential Energy. GPE is energy that is stored when you increase the separation between two objects (in this case, between an object and Earth). It is found using an object's mass and height. Eg = mgh. Thermal Energy. Thermal energ
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SPH 4U, T5.2L2, The Photoelectric Effect v2 

while small waves (low intensity) will move the pebbles a small distance. They tried to change the intensity of the light in the photoelectric effect experiment. (just like changing the size of the wave), but it had NO EFFECT! The electrons were only
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SPH 4U, T5.2L10, Quantum Gravity v2 

(Yes, a ball of light has inertial mass!) 2. In the special relativity part of the course, we discussed Einstein's discovery that gravity is not a force, but a warping of ...
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Eg. 3. Analyze the following system (at rest) and solve for the unknown forces of tension, T1 and T2. Eg. 4. A locomotive can apply a force of 65 kN to pull a train. If the train has 4 cars. (attached with cables) with the following masses: (assume n
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Hooke's Law For Springs. British physicist Robert Hooke looked into the relationship between the distance a spring is stretched/compressed and the force exerted by the spring. He performed the following experiment: He hung different valued masses off
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SPH 4U, T1L6, Connected Objects v2 

An Atwood's Machine is set up with two weights, 5.30 kg on the left and 5.60 kg on the right. What will be the acceleration of the system and the tension in the rope? Fletcher's Trolley. Fletcher's Trolley is described in the following diagram: Here,
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SPH 4U, T1L10, Vertical Circular Motion v2 

Dynamics: Note 10. Vertical Circular Motion. Circular motion is not always in the horizontal plane. Sometimes circular motion is vertical. An example of this is a ... A pilot of mass 70.0 kg in a jet goes for a loop-de-loop. The airplane goes around 
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SPH 4U, T3L3, Electric Field Energy v2 

Fields: Note 3. Electric Field Energy. Electrostatics have a close connection to gravitation. We can compare the potential energy in a gravitational field with the potential energy in an electric field: Gravitational. Potential Energy: Electrostatic.
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Positron Annihilation. Before: After: Electron-Positron Pair Production. (For photons of energy > 1.022 MeV). Bosons: Exchange Particles. We know about the four fundamental forces, but how do they work? As matter interacts with each other, they excha
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Introduction to Momentum & Impulse. If inertia is a property of motion, then momentum is a quantity of motion. Momentum is a measurement of an object's motion. It is a vector quantity (magnitude and direction) and it is found as the product of an obj
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SPH 4U, T5.2L3, Photon Momentum v2 

Quantum Mechanics: Note 3. Compton Effect & Momentum of a Photon. The Compton Effect. Arthur Compton studied how photons interacted with electrons (the ...
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SPH 4U, T5.1L6, General Relativity v2 

Knowing that dilation is occurring, the ant uses metre sticks to measure the distances of the two paths: Path 1 Distance: Path 2 Distance: Notice which path is ...
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SPH 4U, T1L9, Horizontal Circular Motion v2 

acceleration (toward the centre of the circle). This force is called CENTRIPETAL FORCE. Centripetal force can be supplied by a number of different methods. For example, the moon is in a circular orbit around the earth due to gravity acting as a centr
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SPH 4U, T1L3, Newtons Laws and Friction v2 

a = acceleration m/s2 (metres per second squared). Unit Analysis: Inertial mass â€“ the m used in the second law is correctly described as the inertial mass.
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Circular Motion Application: Dark Matter. Dark matter is the proposed solution for a phenomenon witnessed within galaxies. Background. Using circular motion, we observe the planets in our solar system to have an inverse relationship when we compare t
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Double Slit Formula: From the diagram, and using trigonometry, we can relate the PD with the slit separation and the chosen angle, PD = dsinÎ¸. We can use this to derive some equations: Constructive Interference. For Fringes: PD = nÎ», and PD = dsinÎ
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11. Explain SchrÃ¶dinger's cat thought experiment. Structure of the Nucleus. 12. Explain the nature of the strong nuclear force. 13. List all quarks and leptons.
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Weather Forecasting. Weather systems are very complex and chaotic. This is the reason why it is difficult for an average weather reporter to predict an accurate forecast. Quantum computer will be more accurate in the simulation of weather systems, al
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SPH 4U, T2L4, Simple Harmonic Motion v2 

Energy & Momentum: Note 4. Simple Harmonic Motion. Simple harmonic motion is a motion that repeats, thus allowing it to have a period and a frequency due to its cyclical nature. Lets look at the following example; a mass is connected to the ceiling b
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SPH 4U, T5.1L1, Introduction to Modern Physics ... 

Eg. Constant velocity of a train, car, boat, space ship. A house, cat, etc. at rest. 2. Accelerating Frames of Reference: An accelerating frame of reference is a non-inertial frame. That is, the laws of. Newtonian Mechanics DO NOT apply! Eg. Accelero
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Two Genealogy Models - GitHub 

These two models, while targeting very different domains, are intended to be ... we define the domain as â€œgenealogyâ€� instead of â€œgenealogical conclusionsâ€� and â€œ ...
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Dec 1, 2010 - containing no free variables.3 We use OBU structures to provide truth conditions only ..... can envisage an extension where unawareness of properties is also modeled. ..... are the identity when domain and codomain coincide.
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Dec 1, 2010 - In this paper we compare two different approaches to modeling unawareness: the object-based approach of Board and Chung (Object-based unawareness: theory and applications. University of Minnesota, Mimeo, 2008) and the subjective-state-s
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